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FOREWORD
Ensuring an efficient, innovative and competitive financial services industry is critical to the future
growth and prosperity of the UK economy, especially as we enter a post-Brexit world. A strong
mid-tier banking sector is a critical component to ensuring the health of the industry overall.
The last 20 years have seen significant consolidation in the UK retail banking market. Much of this
occurred following the global financial crisis, when a number of failing banks were either merged
or acquired. By 2018, fifteen of the banks and building societies which existed in 2000 were
absorbed into six major groups: LBG, Barclays, RBS, HSBC, Nationwide and Santander.
As a result, the structure of UK retail and commercial banking is relatively concentrated, with a
notable absence of mid-tier competitors of scale. The main high street brands [six major groups]
currently hold a total of c.£1.8 trillion of retail assets compared to a mid-tier segment comprising
14 banks and building societies with £360 billion of assets.

Stephen Jones
CEO, UK Finance

Currently there is just one mid-tier institution in the UK with assets over £50 billion. Yet the
benefits of having a strong mid-tier are manifold. More healthy mid-tier institutions would
enhance the resilience of the banking system and offer greater chance of new scale players
emerging. Mid-tier banks tend to have a strong regional presence and their diverse business
models help them serve the financial needs of a wide range of customers. A strong mid-tier
also leads to greater competition and consumer choice in current accounts, savings and
lending markets.
However, currently there are obstacles to the growth of the mid-tier – in particular,
the disproportionate regulatory costs borne by mid-tier banks and building societies
compared to larger financial institutions, which also have a negative impact on investor
sentiment, further inhibiting growth.
In this report, we look at some of the challenges facing the banking and finance industry
in addressing these structural imbalances. We also identify a number of changes that,
if implemented, could help ensure a more level playing field and increase the level
of competition in the UK banking market.

Stephen Jones
UK Finance
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
MID-TIER BANKING: CREATING A LEVEL
PLAYING FIELD FOR COMPETITION
An efficient, innovative and competitive financial services sector is critical to the future growth
and prosperity of the UK economy. However, the UK retail banking market is structurally
imbalanced, restricting competition.
A strong mid-tier can enhance the resilience of the banking system and help provide greater
competition and consumer choice in current accounts, savings and lending markets providing
better value for loyal customers, new products and services that can be delivered at scale
in a credible way.
Together, the mid-tier has significant geographic spread across the UK, and strong physical
presence in regional areas serving the needs of local customers.
The mid-tier institutions have diverse business models, which help them serve the financial
needs of a wide range of customers and provide much needed plurality in the provision of
financial services.
This part of the market is also well positioned to help small businesses by virtue of their focus
on this segment and their personalised underwriting and service.
Given the benefits of developing a highly competitive market this is an ideal moment to facilitate
the contribution of the mid-tier, with open banking, better transparency and comparison
services, and wider sharing of credit data coming on stream.
However, to support this segment it is clear there is a need for more proportionate regulation
to further enhance competition and remove the obstacles hindering the growth of the mid-tier.
The additional and disproportionate regulatory costs which the smaller institutions currently face
impose significant hurdles to growth and have a negative impact on investor sentiment.
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The growth and competitive effectiveness of the mid-tier is constrained by disproportionate
regulation and ‘cliff-edge’ regulatory effects.
In addressing these challenges, UK Finance has identified four key changes to help increase the
level of competition in the UK banking market:
1. The adoption of an industry average SVR for mortgage stress testing should be piloted
2.	Review the MREL requirements to take into consideration proportionality and impact
on competition
3 Review the MREL and ring-fencing thresholds
4.	A review of the Bank of England funding access to support the mid-tier and address
the material discrepancy in funding costs
We also think the following issues should be considered:
•
•

 K regulators adopt a segment-focused approach to regulation to ensure that the
U
proposed solutions are proportionate to the size and business model of the banks
and help promote effective competition in banking.
The requirements of the Remuneration Code should be proportionate to the risks
the policy is meant to mitigate and the cost it imposes on a firm.

UK Finance
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MID-TIER SECTOR
IN THE UK
An efficient, innovative and competitive financial services sector
is critical to the future growth and prosperity of the UK economy
The UK retail banking market has seen significant consolidation in the last 20 years. This became
particularly acute in the aftermath of the 2007-09 financial crisis, when a number of failing
banks were either merged or acquired. By 2018, fifteen of the banks and building societies which
existed in 2000 were absorbed into six major groups: LBG, Barclays, RBS, HSBC, Nationwide and
Santander (the “main high street brands”).

A strong mid-tier can enhance the resilience of the banking system
There is a need to rebalance the ‘hourglass’ structure of the UK retail banking market, which
currently has only one mid-tier institution with assets over £50 billion.
Concentration of lending had a disproportionate impact on the provision of finance during
the financial crisis. A strong mid-tier, with a large enough scale, could substitute for any loss in
the future provision of finance during an economic downturn, helping to further support the
economy and ensure the profitability of the overall banking system.

Segment

Total Assets

Description

Examples

<£5bn

Deposit-taking institutions
with assets of <£1bn

Cambridge & Counties Bank,
Hampshire Trust Bank, Masthaven
Bank, OakNorth Bank, Redwood
Bank, United Trust Bank

Specialist

c.£50bn

Deposit-taking institutions
focusing on specialist lending
products rather than the
provision of current
account services

Aldermore Bank, Charter Court
Financial Services, Vanquis
Bank, Close Brothers Group,
OneSavings Bank, Paragon
Bank, Secure Trust Bank,
Shawbrook Bank

Other
building
societies

c.£35bn

Smaller building societies
with assets of <£10bn

West Bromwich, Nottingham,
Newcastle, Cumberland
AIB Group (UK), Bank of Ireland
(UK), The Co-operative Bank,
CYBG, Coventry Building Society,
Leeds Building Society, Metro
Bank, Principality Building Society,
Sainsbury’s Bank, Skipton Building
Society, Tesco Bank, TSB Bank,
Virgin Money, and Yorkshire
Building Society

Micro

Mid-tier

c.£360bn

14 banks and building
societies with assets of
>£10bn in the main (13
following the acquisition
of Virgin Money by CYBG)

Big 6

c.£1,800bn

The six largest deposit-taking
institutions

LBG, Barclays, RBS, HSBC,
Nationwide and Santander

FinTech

<£1bn

New wave of technology-led
banks

Atom Bank, Fidor Bank, Monzo,
Starling Bank, Tandem Bank
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The structure of UK retail and commercial banking currently concentrates systemic risk, with
a notable absence of mid-tier competitors of scale that could enhance the resilience of the
banking system in times of financial stress. There are few very large firms, and many small firms,
and a lack of large mid-tier firms able to compete on a national scale with the incumbent
large firms.
The main high street brands currently hold a total of c.£1.8 trillion of retail assets (ring-fenced
assets in the main), compared to a mid-tier segment comprising 14 (13 following the acquisition
of Virgin Money by CYBG) banks and building societies with £360 billion of assets, and a large
number of banks and building societies with <£10 billion of assets each.

DRIVING COMPETITION IN THE FINANCIAL
SECTOR; THE ROLE OF THE MID-TIERS
The mid-tier institutions are the only credible scale challenger
The mid-tier employs more than 50,000 people across the UK. Together they serve the needs of
millions of consumers and businesses. Although at least 40 new retail and commercial banking
licences have been issued since 2010 and more new institutions are in the process of being
authorised, the majority of these banks are small and many focus on specialist lending segments
that are not being served by the larger banks.
Many of these new banks do not have any physical branches; of the new banks launched
since 2010, only Metro Bank and Virgin Money have a branch network (the latter through the
acquisition of Northern Rock’s ‘good bank’). The mid-tier has a physical presence on the high
street, with c.1,500 branches and agencies compared to 6,500 branches for the main high
street banks.
Together, the mid-tier has significant geographic spread across the UK, and strong physical
presence in regional areas serving the needs of local customers. Many mid-tier institutions
have roots in certain geographic regions and maintain a strong physical presence in these regions,
for example, Principality Building Society in Wales or CYBG in the North of England and Scotland:
with their strong local brands they provide a credible alternative choice for customers.
The mid-tier provides competition to the large banks and consumer choice in current
accounts, savings and lending. The mid-tier share of lending is estimated to be c.20 per cent
of new consumer mortgage lending, c.15 per cent of SME loan balances and c.10 per cent of
consumer credit balances. They have strong brands (well-known retail brands as well as longestablished non-retail brands), and branch networks, and can compete with all-comers in
consumer savings and lending.
Small businesses have diverse needs and require individualised support to grow. The mid-tier is
well positioned to help small businesses by virtue of their focus on this segment and their
personalised underwriting and service. Raising SME output could be part of the solution to the
problem of lower productivity in the UK economy.

UK Finance
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High-growth firms require a wider range of financial products and greater flexibility than firms
with average growth, because their financing needs are more complex. Alternative models and
propositions to those offered by large banks will improve how they are served. 1
The consumer and business current account markets remain concentrated. Efforts to increase
customer engagement, lower barriers to expansion, and attempts to encourage current account
switching have not materially changed market shares.
The current account annual switching volumes are low (c.1 million p.a. vs. c.75 million existing
personal and business current accounts) and declining, severely restricting the ability of smaller
players to grow in this market.

Switching volumes of current accounts in the UK
2013
Q4 13

306
2014

Q1 14

303

Q2 14

290

Q3 14

304

Q4 14

260
2015

Q1 15

282

Q2 15

263

Q3 15

231

Q4 15

258
2016

Q1 16

310

Q2 16

258

Q3 16

234

Q4 16

208
2017

Q1 17

248

Q2 17

218

Q3 17

218

Q4 17

248
2018

Q1 18

273
Thousands

Q1

1

Q2

Q3

Q4

House of Commons Treasury Committee, Competition and choice in retail banking, Ninth Report of Session 2010-11, Volume I.
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The mid-tier institutions have diverse business models, which help them serve the financial
needs of a wide range of customers and provide much-needed plurality in the provision of
financial services.
The mid-tier includes five mutual organisations, five (soon to be four) listed banks, two
banks owned by the two largest supermarkets (listed) and two owned by the two largest
Irish banks (listed).
The building societies, as mutual organisations, are owned by the customers who are members
and have a say in how they operate and to whom boards must be accountable.
The supermarket banks focus on providing additional benefits to their customers to reward
them for their loyalty and have strong brand names that resonate with consumers providing
much needed competition to the big six institutions.
This is an ideal moment to facilitate the contribution of the mid-tier, with open banking,
better transparency and comparison services, and wider sharing of credit data coming on stream.
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MITIGATING REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS
The challenges of the current regulatory environment
There is a need for proportionate regulation to remove the obstacles hindering the growth
of the mid-tier, including funding. The additional and disproportionate regulatory costs the
smaller institutions face impose significant hurdles to growth and have a negative impact on
investor sentiment at a time when these institutions are trying to build investor confidence
and raise funds to support their growth aspirations.

“Since 2010 at least
40 new retail and
commercial banking
licences have been
issued.”

There is a desire for ‘regulatory solutions by segment’. Differentiation should be drawn between
the needs of the different institutions and the regulatory and compliance requirements. There
has been a recognition in recent years that the different segments require different regulatory
solutions. For example, since 2010 at least 40 new retail and commercial banking licences have
been issued.
This wave of new banks has been facilitated by the Prudential Regulatory Authority’s (PRA)
start-up banking unit, and an easing of regulatory requirements for start-up banks, including:
“reduced capital requirements at the authorisation stage, removal of new bank liquidity
premium, and a changed authorisation process to ease business start-up”. 2
More recently, there has been a coordinated effort by regulators in other European countries
on proportionality, with the recognition that one size fits all regulation is hindering effective
competition in banking. The amendments of the CRR and the CRD IV are being negotiated
in Europe and include provisions to enhance proportionality in reporting, disclosure and
remuneration. In this case, the focus of the conversation has been on smaller banks
(<=€5billion of assets).
We recommend that the UK regulators adopt a segment-focused approach to regulation to
ensure that the proposed solutions are proportionate to the size and business model of the
banks and help promote effective competition in banking.
Today, the six main banking groups account for c.90 per cent of UK personal and business
current accounts, which provide them with access to low cost of funds; this advantage will
be exacerbated when the yield curve steepens, increasing their profitability and their ability
to compete for assets.
A recent Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) study found that “on demand” funding was quoted
as being 85 per cent of total funding in major banks paying an average of 0.28 per cent, but
54 per cent of total funding in building societies paying an average of 0.93 per cent. This is a
significant disadvantage.

2

CMA Retail banking market investigation, Regulatory framework applicable to the retail banking industry in the UK, 1 May 2015.
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Government Schemes
In addition to current accounts, the main high street banks have benefited from their market
scale to raise equity and debt at lower cost than the smaller banks. With the mid-tier facing
significant MREL and equity capital to grow, there is currently very little support available from
the government to help them raise capital and/or reduce the funding cost.
The Bank of England’s Funding for Lending Scheme (FLS) and Term Funding Scheme (TFS)
provided some funding cost relief to banks of all sizes but ended in 2018. Considering the
ending of these schemes, a review of Bank of England funding access to support the
mid-tier and address the material discrepancy in funding costs should be considered.
The British Business Bank, through the British Business Investments programme, has invested
£30 million in Shawbrook Group plc’s Tier 2 note issuance and agreed a £30 million Tier 2
committed facility with Atom Bank. Participation of the British Business Bank in the mid-tier
capital raising would not only help support their growth, but also send a strong signal to the
market and facilitate additional capital raising.
The RBS’ alternative remedies package could also provide an opportunity for the mid-tier to
increase their share of SME current accounts and lending, and the sooner the beneficiaries
receive access, the better it will be for the SME market.

The rationale of Project Rainbow was to reduce competition in the concentrated UK
banking market and allow the creation of a viable competitor in the market.
In recognition of the distortion of competition created by the provision of state aid to RBS,
RBS undertook the obligation to divest Williams & Glyn (Project Rainbow) as an “appropriate
means of reducing competition on the concentrated UK banking market”.
The rationale for Project Rainbow was to create an entity with “a critical mass of SME and
mid-corporate customers” and of a size that is:
“likely to constitute a viable business in the future that can compete in the SME and
mid-corporate banking business in the UK.” The Rainbow business had a market share
of “five per cent on the SME and mid-corporate markets” and “assets up to £20 billion.”
RBS also committed that any future buyer’s combined market share in the SME sector would
not exceed 14 per cent after the purchase of the divested entity. The market share ceiling of
14 per cent was based on Office of Fair Trading (OFT) analyses in the Personal Current
Accounts (PCA) market which concluded that “our own work on PCAs observed effective
competitor banks as occupying a market share of roughly five to 14 per cent”.

3
4

European Commission State Aid N 422/2009 and N 621/2009.
Source: OFT Letter to George Osborne, 11 September 2013.
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Capital Considerations
In the mortgage market, the lower funding costs of large banks manifest in lower Standard
Variable Rates (SVR) and a lower stress test interest rate for mortgages. Consumers are
encouraged to shop around and switch providers and are therefore not ‘tied’ to the original
lender’s SVR, and we would propose that an industry average SVR should be piloted for
mortgage stress testing.

“The current risk weight
differentials between
the Standardised and
IRB Approach create an
uneven playing field.”

The current capital treatment of mortgages under the Standardised Approach creates an uneven
playing field and reduces the pool of opportunity for the SA institutions. However, the proposed
Basel III reforms and refined Pillar 2A methodology will go some way towards reducing the
capital differentials.
There is recognition from the Bank of England that the current risk weight differentials between
the Standardised and the IRB Approach firms are large, create an uneven playing field between
different sized banks, and may have incentivised firms under the Standardised Approach to write
more, higher LTV mortgages than AIRB firms. 5

The PRA’s Policy Statement PS23/17 “Internal Ratings Based approach: clarifying PRA
expectation” published in October 2017 was a key step towards addressing the hurdles
facing banks implementing the Internal Ratings Based approach.
It is recognised that the PRA’s Policy Statement PS23/17 has made it easier for banks to apply
to use the Internal Rating Based (IRB) approach with significant benefits in terms of lower
capital requirements and the ability to compete with bigger banks. The use of external data
allows firms to supplement internal data or lack thereof (in the case of limited defaults) to
meet the Capital Requirements Regulation for obtaining IRB permission.
The Policy Statement is an example of the regulator supporting new entrants in the UK retail
banking market and fostering competition.

For a <50 per cent LTV regulated mortgage the differential is 30 per cent, reducing to 14 per
cent for 80 per cent<LTV<90 per cent. However, it is recognised that, under the proposed Basel
III reforms, this differential not only reduces, but also becomes more pronounced for higher
LTV mortgages. Furthermore, it is expected that the refined Pillar 2A methodology (PRA Policy
Statement 22/17) will go some way towards offsetting the impact of the different risk weights.

5

Bank of England Response to the European Commission’s public consultation on the possible impact of the CRR and CRD IV
on bank financing of the economy Annex 2: The case for a more proportionate regulatory regime.
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Standardised vs. IRB Approach risk weights for regulated mortgages by LTV  
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
0% < LTV< 50%

50% < LTV < 60%

60% < LTV < 70%

70% < LTV < 80%

80% < LTV < 90%

Current SA RW vs. IRB

Basel III Reform SA RW vs. IRB 50% IRB Floor

Basel III Reform SA RW vs. IRB

Basel III Reform SA RW vs. IRB 72.5% IRB Floor

90% < LTV < 100%

Minimum Requirement for Eligible Liabilities (MREL)
The minimum leverage ratio and using the leverage ratio for MREL for a mortgage-centric
institution in essence implies a floor to IRB risk weights of c.20 per cent+. Although this approach
penalises institutions with a business model focused around mortgages, we note that it is broadly
consistent with the floors proposed in the Basel III reforms.
The leverage ratio tends to become the binding constraint for building societies under the
IRB approach. Although this penalises the low risk, mortgage-centric model of the building
societies, regulators have suggested that the IRB risk weights may not capture the ‘true’ risk
of the underlying assets, and therefore a minimum leverage ratio provides a hard stop and
additional protection.
The impact on building societies is compounded for MREL, which is set at two times the leverage
ratio (for non G-SIBs). As an example, for a building society with an average IRB risk weight of
12 per cent and minimum leverage ratio, including buffers, of 3.60 per cent, the minimum Tier
1 capital is 30 per cent of RWAs and the total MREL is 60 per cent of RWAs. This compares to
an average 2022 MREL of 27.7 per cent for the UK’s systemically important banks, excluding
Nationwide (for which MREL is set based on the leverage ratio).
The Independent Commission on Banking Final Report recommended that the primary lossabsorbing capacity be set on a sliding scale to the ratio of RWA to UK GDP:
“UK G-SIBs with a G-SIB surcharge below 2.5 per cent and ring-fenced banks with a ratio
of RWAs to UK GDP of in between one per cent and three per cent should be required to
have primary loss-absorbing capacity set by a sliding scale from 10.5 per cent to 17 per cent
of RWAs”,
where a minimum of 17 per cent of RWAs was the recommended primary loss-absorbing capacity
of G-SIBs with a 2.5 per cent G-SIB surcharge and ring-fenced banks with a ratio of RWAs to
UK GDP of three per cent or more. [Note: With the UK GDP at c.£2 trillion, this would suggest
a range of RWAs between £20 billion and £60 billion for the one per cent to three per cent
GDP range, or, assuming an average risk weight of 25 per cent, a range of assets between £100
billion-£240 billion].
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Furthermore, the Commission recognised that the standardised risk weights can be:
“burdensome for certain (relatively less risky) business models … The result may be that
small banks are less systemic and easier to resolve than large banks, and yet are required
to hold proportionally more capital.”
The report went further to say that:
“The Commission’s recommendations on loss-absorbency, by requiring large ring-fenced
banks to hold higher levels of capital, will help to level the playing field between large and
small banks.”
Yet, the current approach to setting MREL does not take a proportional view in terms of size
or business model, although we note that the Bank will adjust “MREL downwards for institutions
with a partial transfer resolution strategy, to reflect the proportion of the balance sheet that
would be transferred under the resolution strategy”.
Raising of MREL capital instruments is inherently more expensive for smaller banks by virtue of
their size and lack of debt market exposure. We would recommend that the MREL requirements
are reviewed in 2020 to take into consideration proportionality and impact on competition.
Access to capital might also be improved by more active support from the British Business Bank
in support the mid-tier.
As mid-tier banks grow in size they face a number of cliff-edge regulatory requirements, which
currently are set at various thresholds. These thresholds are set at levels that are low compared
to the systemic risk of these institutions, and they impose significant hurdles to growth.
The MREL threshold is £15 billion – £25 billion of assets for ‘bail-in’ or more than 40,000-80,000
transactional accounts, and less than £15 billion – £25 billion of assets for ‘partial transfer’. The
current ring-fencing threshold is a three-year average or more than £25 billion ‘core’ deposits,
broadly defined as deposits from individuals and small to medium-sized businesses. Smaller
institutions carry out less risky and complex activities than the larger banks. The costs of raising
MREL capital instruments, and of ring-fencing, with the duplication of core functions, are higher
for smaller institutions.
Unlike the PRA and the FCA, the Bank of England’s Resolution Unit does not have a competition
mandate. There is no proportionality with regard to the institution’s size or business model
to setting MREL. We would recommend that these thresholds are reviewed to take into
consideration proportionality and impact on competition. A competition remit should
be introduced.
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The Remuneration Code
The Remuneration Code also creates a cliff-edge effect for firms moving from level 3 and
imposes extra costs.
Firms moving from level 3 (<£15 billion of assets) to level 2 (£15 billion – £50 billion of assets) are
required to have a remuneration committee (this is desired to have but not required for level 3
firms), and to adopt and disclose certain design characteristics for their remuneration system,
including set ratios between fixed and variable remuneration, and criteria used for performance
management and risk adjustment. This move to level 2 significantly increases the level of
granularity and complexity for institutions. This is time consuming and can require the additional
expense of external consultants.
We would recommend that the requirements of the Remuneration Code should be
proportionate to the risks the policy is meant to mitigate and the cost it imposes on a firm.

A Comparison; the USA
The US prudential regulatory regime is also tiered but with some distinct differences from the UK
regime. There is a more level playing field in terms of capital requirements for mid-tier banks, and,
the recent changes in the thresholds should further reduce the barriers to growth.
The prudential regulatory regime in the US is tiered, meaning that increasingly stringent
regulatory requirements are applied as metrics, such as a bank’s size, increase. Notable thresholds
in terms of bank assets are US$1 billion, US$10 billion, US$50 billion and US$250 billion. The Basel
III requirements are applied to systemic banks only (Advanced Approaches Banking Organisations
– AABs), banks with US$250 billion or more in assets or US$10 billion or more on foreign exposure.
This approach might be adopted in the UK.
US banks, market shares for domestic assets, deposits and loans and leasess, 2017
Domestic assets
58%

Domestic deposits
52%

Domestic net loans and leases
49%

16%

17%

18%

10%

10%

11%

12%

11%

12%

Advanced Approaches Banks (AABs)

Domestic assets $1bn - $10bn

Domestic assets > $50bn (excl. AABs)

Domestic assets < $1bn

6%

9%

9%

Domestic assets $10bn - $50bn

The other banks are subject to a US-based standardised approach for credit risk and leverage
ratio. The AABs are also subject to an annual supervisory stress test, semi-annually company-run
stress tests and more stringent risk management framework, whereas non-AABs with total assets
of at least US$10 billion are subject to an annual company-run stress test and risk management
requirements.
Until recently, an enhanced prudential regulatory regime applied to banks with over US$50 billion
of consolidated assets, however, a recent Senate bill increased this threshold to US$250 billion
(although some enhanced standards will continue to apply to banks in the US$100 billion-US$250
billion range). Overall, the US banking market is much less consolidated than the UK market by
virtue of its regulatory regime as well as its large regional banking sector.
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Recommendations
to Support
the Mid-Tier
The key changes required to increase the level of competition in the UK banking market are:
•

The piloting of an industry average SVR for mortgage stress testing

•

 eview the MREL requirements to take into consideration proportionality and impact
R
on competition

•

Review the MREL and ring-fencing thresholds

•

 review of the Bank of England funding access to support the mid-tier and address
A
the material discrepancy in funding costs should be considered.

We also recommend that:
•


The
UK regulators adopt a segment-focused approach to regulation to ensure that the
proposed solutions are proportionate to the size and business model of the banks and
help promote effective competition in banking.

•

 he requirements of the Remuneration Code should be proportionate to the risks the
T
policy is meant to mitigate and the cost it imposes on a firm.
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